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White Milano Trade Show Attracts
Strong International Contingent
By GILL CRISP

MILAN — Trendsetting men’s, women’s and accessories trade show White Milano took
advantage of its timing in the middle of the men’s runway shows to draw buyers at the
15th edition of the contemporary fashion fair. With more than 230 small and medium-size
brands showcasing their fall collections from Jan. 16 to 18, the expo doubled in size from
last year, and the number of international buyers rose 22 percent.
“Many of the buyers are already here in Milan for the men’s shows so they can make the best
of their time by dropping by (White) to research cutting-edge trends,” said White organizer
Massimiliano Bizzi. “Most importantly, this gives them a chance to access all of the women’s
pre-fall collections in mid-January — an enormous advantage.”
He said buyers can place orders early in the season ensuring timely shipments and
deliveries.
“The timing of White allows the buyers to be fresh and focused on the smaller, innovative
designers without the frenzy of placing the luxury-brand orders in late February or March.”
Marco Lanero, designer of Delirious eyewear, is one example of White’s focus on young
talent. “My idea of Italian-made high-quality, non-branded sunglasses was a missing part of
the market,” said Lanero, 26, who offers “bold shapes like large ovals and rectangles, cool
colors like our opaque opal grays and blues and packaging using handmade wooden boxes
and reindeer skins.” The company has recently been asked to take part in Nordstrom’s
“Extraordinary Italian Style” project launching in March.
Lanero said he was “pleasantly surprised by so many Asian buyers, but especially Chinese
buyers placing orders at White. The Middle and Far East markets are our next mission. So
far, our clients from these regions are the most enthusiastic of all and I look forward to
[studying] the region’s facial traits and making a new line custom fit for them.”
The Wok Room hosted well-known outerwear and sportswear designers such as Kappa, Le
Coq Sportif, North Sails and Eastpak, as well as smaller brands including Myar.

